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MSDA tutorial: How to read de novo results
The de novo pipeline will generate for each peaklist one MSBlast html result file, plus one Excel file
containing
-

An overview of the search: settings, date, related informations…
The PepNovo+ results
The MSBlast results exported from the html file

All these files will be packaged in a single zipped file.

Results from PepNovo+

Every PepNovo+ results are stored into an Excel spectrum report. The columns are the following:
Spectrum name
PepNovo sequence tag
[M+H]
M/z
Charge
Rank score
PepNovo Score
N-Gap
C-Gap
PepNovo extended
sequence for Blast
PepNovo+ 'MSBlast score'
Will be sent to MSBlast
Comments

The title of the spectrum used by PepNovo+ to determined the
sequence tag
The tag determined by PepNovo+ with PTMs included
The mass in Dalton
The mass divided by the charge
The charge
Relative score used by PepNovo+ to order the computed solutions
Score representing the quality of the spectrum
Mass of unknown amino acids at the left of the sequence tag (0
when peptide is N-terminal)
Mass of unknown amino acids at the right of the sequence tag (0
when peptide is C-terminal)
Sequence formatted for a MSBlast process with X’s instead of
missing amino acids, tags for N-terminal and/or C-terminal peptides,
etc. The selected sequence may be different than the PepNovo
sequence tag !
Score calculated by PepNovo+, a high score will indicate that the
sequence has a good probability to match something in the
following MSBlast process
Yes or No
Output message when PepNovo+ is unable to get something from a
spectrum
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Results from MSBlast
MSBlast returns an html file, where positive hits are exported by MSDA into an Excel peptide report.

The columns are the following:
Protein accession number
Protein name
Description
Gene symbol
Organism
MSBlast protein score
PepNovo extended sequence
for Blast
PepNovo sequence found in
these spectra
MSBlast query
MSBlast subject
MSBlast peptide score
Sequence length
Query compared to Subject
MSBlast Identities
MSBlast Positives
Max consecutive amino acids
Max consecutive amino acids
(strict)

Accession number of the protein retrieved in the fasta file
Protein name corresponding to the accession number
Full description of the protein
The corresponding gene symbol
Organism where the protein belong
Corresponds to the protein “Total Score” value
Input sequence tag, it can be retrieved in the PepNovo+ sheet
List of spectra corresponding to this sequence, according to
PepNovo+ results
Corresponds to the “Query” sequence
Corresponds to the “Subject” sequence
Corresponds to the peptide “Score” value
Number of amino acids in the subject
Corresponds to the line between Query and Subject
Corresponds to the “Identities” numerator: number of strict amino
acids matches (ie. I and L won’t match)
Corresponds to the “Positives” numerator: number of amino acids
matches (ie. I and L will match)
Size of the longuest subsequence made of common matches
Size of the longuest subsequence made of strict common matches

This is an example of the html output, most of the information is stored in the Excel file.
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